ABOUT US

The story of DS starts in ‘94-’95 because there was a need to find and develop sizes that w
have a factory with all the machinery we have now so we bought shells but we always h
using shells made by others started to be very restrictive. We slowly started investing in o
We have no intention of becoming a mass producing company one of the reasons why
the production process and offer something a bit different. When it comes to buying a c
the drummer so actually offering this kind of passion and love in the instrument doesn’t
offer a product that is different from the rest and we have to say it fully satisfies the cons
this is a working tool, and one realises what one has in one’s hands after years of use. The
and must not create problems, the drummer has to sit there and sound good because o

were different, and were mainly found only in the USA. In the beginning we obviously didn’t
had the passion to build something that left a mark for better or worse so the thought of
our machinery from 1998 and it meant that our knowledge and experience grew vertically.
y we don’t manufacture in China is because we want to keep quality in our control follow
custom-made drum it’s a bit like buyng a tailored suit. We build according to the needs of
t allow us to produce thousand of pieces a month, it would be impossible. This way we can
struction characteristics we have in our head and it satisfies the professionals too because
e instrument must be solid, it must sound good, it must be easy to tune, it must be robust
our philosophy is to offer a sound, a balance that is of a single musical instrument.

Rebel Custom Shop
MORE WOOD LESS GLUE

Our Custom Shop in Italy starting with only select, responsibly harvested woods, a variety of shells configurations are crafted to order. Choose from “All” wood
shells such as North American Maple, Finnish Birch and
superb Khaya Mahogany or Hybrid Shell Rebel Custom
Shop Series options such as Maple & Mahogany, Birch
& Mahogany, Maple & Birch, Maple & Koto or the classic Maple & Birch. Add to that, a selection of custom
finishes, diameters and dephts, to design the ultimate
drum kit. The Rebel Custom Shop drums feature proprietary bearing edges and multi thickness shell technology. Discover the full range of Rebel Custom Shop drums here and see if you can find your dream drum kit.

Luca Deorsola
Founder & Drum Designer

Birch Mahogany
5ply
Lower Pitch
Darker Tone
Shorter Decay

All Birch
5ply
Higher Pitch
Brighter Tone
Shorter Decay

Maple Spruce
5ply
Higher Pitch
Medium Tone
Medium Decay

Maple Birch
5ply
Higher Pitch
Medium Tone
Shorter Decay

Maple Mahogany
5ply
Medium Pitch
Darker Tone
Shorter Decay

Hybrid Maple
5ply
Lower Pitch
Darker Tone
Medium Decay

Maple Koto
5ply
Lower Pitch
Darker Tone
Longer Decay

All Maple
5ply
Medium Pitch
Medium Tone
Longer Decay

All Mahogany
5ply
Medium Pitch
Darker Tone
Longer Decay

All Birch
5ply
Higher Pitch
Brighter Tone
Shorter Decay

Maple Spruce
5ply
Higher Pitch
Medium Tone
Medium Decay

Maple Birch
5ply
Higher Pitch
Medium Tone
Shorter Decay

Maple Mahogany
5ply
Medium Pitch
Darker Tone
Shorter Decay

All Mahogany
5ply
Medium Pitch
Darker Tone
Longer Decay

All Maple
5ply
Medium Pitch
Medium Tone
Longer Decay

Hybrid Maple
5ply
Lower Pitch
Darker Tone
Medium Decay

Birch Mahogany
5ply
Lower Pitch
Darker Tone
Shorter Decay

Maple Koto
5ply
Lower Pitch
Darker Tone
Longer Decay

Bass Drum Available Sizes
Dia. 18” - Depht from 12” to 18”
Dia. 20” - Depht from 12” to 20”
Dia. 22” - Depht from 12” to 20”
Dia. 24” - Depht from 12” to 20”
For more info please visit dsdrum.com

Rebel Custom Shop
Shell Type: All Mahogany
Sizes: 20”x16”, 12”X8”, 16”X16”
Finish: Natural Lacquer

Our classic “Hybrid Maple” create a more robust shell that’s perfect for louder playing situations. It packs a full body sound with controlled sustain. Handcrafted in Italy using a top class Maple & Beech combination, this shell offers a
smooth warmth with a hint of brightness that responds effortlessly and allows
your playing to really cut through in any musical situation. It’s also a truly versatile drum kit with an awesome tonal range to inspire your playing to new levels of
creativity but gives its best in big arenas and louder playing situations.

If you are looking for a drum kit that you can be certain will deliver the
goods in all musical situations, then the All Mahogany Rebel Custom
Shop is the drum kit for you. Mahogany has a unique classic sound.
We have taken this special wood and created a new contemporary
sound.
Handcrafted in Italy using top quality Khaya Mahogany this snare provide deep, rich low-end warmth powerful punch with a dark elegant
tone. It speaks best at lower tunings for bottom-end depth and growl
and delivers low-end tone with top-end snap.

Floor Toms Available Sizes
Dia. 13” - Depht from 6” to 13”

Rebel Custom Shop
Shell Type: Hybrid Maple (Maple/Beech)
Sizes: 22”x18”, 10”X7”, 12”X8”, 14”X14”, 16”X16”
Finish: Urban Acid Green Purple over Black

Dia. 14” - Depht from 7” to 14”
Dia. 16” - Depht from 9” to 16”
Dia. 18” - Depht from 11” to 18”
For more info please visit dsdrum.com

When you need your drums to deliver warm, dry sound and
incredible attack, your first choice has to be the All Birch Rebel Custom Shop. Totally handcrafted in Italy using top quality
Finnish Birch and combined with a ten lug design these snares
have a a wide range of complex tones, from a warm, Birch-like
clarity right through to a lively and potent brightness. Birch has
long been a studio favorite. With a brighter fundamental and
shorter resonant note, it’s microphone-friendly and another
time-tested artist favorite.

Rebel Custom Shop
Shell Type: Birch/Mahogany
Sizes: 24”x20”, 12”X9”, 16”X14”, 18”X14”
Finish: Red Gold Black Stripe

The short sustain of birch, combined with the warmer mahogany
offer a “modern vintage” sound. Handcrafted in Italy using a top
quality Finnish Birch & Khaya Mahogany combination This versatile hybrid wood shell is comprised of 60% birch, with a 40% mahogany, is excellent for a wide variety of musical applications.
It speaks best at lower tunings for bottom-end depth and growl and
delivers low-end tone with the classic birch attack and brightness
with an awesome tonal range to inspire your playing to new levels of
creativity.

Rebel Custom Shop
Shell Type: All Birch
Sizes: 22”x18”, 10”x8”, 12”X9”, 14”X14”, 16”X16”
Finish: Exotic Mapa Burl Lacquer

Rebel Custom Shop
Shell Type: Maple Koto
Sizes: 24”X20”, 22”X18”, 12”X9”, 16”X14”, 18”X14”
Finish: Orange Graphite Fade to Black

The sustain and projection of maple, combined with the warmer mahogany is perfect for studio and touring artists alike.
Handcrafted in Italy using a top quality Maple & Khaya
Mahogany combination this versatile hybrid wood shell is
comprised of 60% maple, with a 40% mahogany and is
excellent for a wide variety of musical applications.
It speaks best at lower tunings for bottom-end depth and
growl and delivers low-end tone with the classic maple
top-end snap with an awesome tonal range to inspire your
playing to new levels of creativity.

Rebel Custom Shop
Shell Type: Maple/Mahogany
Sizes: 22”x18”, 10”x7”, 12”X8”, 14”X14”, 16”X1
Finish: Snow White WBS

At the heart of this brand new combination there is our passion.
We are very proud to introduce Koto for the first time in history and we’re sure
that you will not believe your ears.
Handcrafted in Italy using top quality Maple & Cameroon Koto this hybrid wood
shell is noted for its big, warm and dry tone with a terrific low end. These drums
have a truly organic, dark vibe while maintaining the classic ds personality.
Whether you want that classic vintage or a more contemporary complex tone,
Maple/Koto is the drum for you.
Tom Toms Available Sizes
Dia. 08” - Depht from 5” to 8”
Dia. 10” - Depht from 5” to 10”
Dia. 12” - Depht from 6” to 12”
Dia. 13” - Depht from 6” to 13”
Dia. 14” - Depht from 7” to 14”
Dia. 16” - Depht from 9” to 16”
For more info please visit dsdrum.com

The most popular wood for drum making, maple is a hardwood
that produces maximum resonance, projection and attack. Handcrafted in Italy using a top class Maple combination, this shell
offers a smooth warmth with a hint of brightness that responds
effortlessly and allows your playing to really cut through in any musical situation and is a truly versatile snare drum with an awesome
tonal range to inspire your playing to new levels of creativity.

16”, 18”X16”

The sustain and projection of maple,
combined with brighter fundamental
note of our birch is perfect for live situation. Handcrafted in Italy using a top
quality Maple & Finnish Birch combination this versatile hybrid wood shell
is comprised of 60% maple, with a 40%
birch, is excellent for a wide variety of
musical applications.
These drums allow your playing to really
cut through in any musical situation
because of the volume and potent
brightness.
Rebel Custom Shop
Shell Type: Maple/Birch
Sizes: 22”x18”, 18”X14”, 10”x7”, 12”X8”, 13”X9”, 16”X16”, 18”X16”
Finish: Rat Rod Green

Rebel Custom Shop
Shell Type: All Maple
Sizes: 22”X18”, 10”X8”, 12”X9”, 14”X14”, 16”X16”
Finish: Black Burst over Red Pine

Custom Shop Finish Ideas

We are always on the lookout for new finishes that can surprise you and make your drums unique.
On our online configurator you can find more than 200 finishes, all fully customizable, so the possibilities become endless.
Here you can find some finish ideas that we hope will be a starting point for your creativity and curiosity. Join us on dsdrum.com for more.

Sky Blue
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Black Burst ov. Burgundy
WBS
Black Nickel Hardware

Grey Pine
Solid Satin
Chrome Hardware

Green Fade ov. Exo Fossil
Beech
Solid Satin
Chrome Hardware

Exotic Amara Ebony
Solid Satin
Chrome Hardware

Black Burst over Ambra
WBS
Chrome Hardware

Yellow Black White Stripe
Lacquer
Black Nickel Hardware

Black Burst to Cardamom
WBS
Chrome Hardware

Red Gold Black Stripe
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Black Soft Touch
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Graphite Tangerine to
Black Fade
Lacquer Fade
Black Nickel Hardware

Green Fade over Exo
Mapa Burl
Lacquer Fade
Chrome Hardware

Surf Duco
Solid Satin
Chrome Hardware

Midnight Blue Sparkle
Lacquer
Chrome Hardware

Natural Mahogany
Lacquer
Chrome Hardware

Snow White
WBS
Black Nickel Hardware

Purple White Stripe over
Mahogany
Lacquer
Chrome Hardware

Black Sushi
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Orange Pine
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Urban Blue/Azure/White
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Urban Acid Green Purple
over Black
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Cadillac Green
Solid Satin
Chrome Hardware

Pink Blue Burst over Exo
Mapa Burl
Lacquer Fade
Chrome Hardware

Plum Burst
WBS Fade
Black Nickel Hardware

White Zebra
Solid Satin
Chrome Hardware

Yellow Sparkle
Lacquer
Chrome Hardware

Black Zebra
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Rat Rod Green
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Rat Rod Aviator
Solid Satin
Chrome Hardware

Urban Yellow White Black
Solid Satin
Black Nickel Hardware

Rebel Custom Shop
Wood Snares

HYBRID MAPLE

MORE WOOD LESS GLUE
Discover the full range of Rebel Custom Shop
snare drums here and see if you can find your
dream snare drum. These snare drums offer an
exciting new bearing edge proprietary combination that yield thrilling new sonic possibilities,
R2 60 degree on the top head and R1 45 degree
on the bottom head. They come with our vintage style 2.3mm inward hoops, an handmade 22
snare strainer and Remo Ambassador heads on
both sides.
Snare Drum Available Sizes
Dia. 10” - Depht from 4” to 6.5”
Dia. 12” - Depht from 4” to 7”
Dia. 13” - Depht from 4” to 7”
Dia. 14” - Depht from 4” to 7” and 8.6”
For more info please visit dsdrum.com

Our classic “Hybrid Maple” create a more robust
shell that’s perfect for louder playing situations. It
packs a full body sound with controlled sustain.
Handcrafted in Italy using a top class Maple & Beech combination, this shell offers a smooth warmth
with a hint of brightness that responds effortlessly
and allows your playing to really cut through in any
musical situation.
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ALL MAHOGANY

If you are looking for a snare drum that you can be
certain will deliver the goods in all musical situations, then the All Mahogany Rebel Custom Shop
snare is the snare drum for you.
Handcrafted in Italy using top quality Khaya Mahogany this snare provide deep, rich low-end warmth
powerful punch with a dark elegant tone.
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MAPLE/MAHOGANY

The sustain and projection of maple, combined
with the warmer mahogany is perfect for studio
and touring artists alike. Handcrafted in Italy using
a top quality Maple & Khaya Mahogany combination this versatile hybrid wood shell is comprised of
60% maple, with a 40% mahogany and is excellent
for a wide variety of musical applications.

MAPLE/KOTO

At the heart of this brand new combination there is
our passion.
We are very proud to introduce Koto for the first
time in history and we’re sure that you will not believe your ears.
Handcrafted in Italy using top quality Maple & Cameroon Koto this hybrid wood shell is noted for its
big, warm and dry tone with a terrific low end.

BIRCH/MAHOGANY

The short sustain of birch, combined with the warmer mahogany offer a “modern vintage” sound.
Handcrafted in Italy using a top quality Finnish
Birch & Khaya Mahogany combination This versatile hybrid wood shell is comprised of 60% birch, with
a 40% mahogany, is excellent for a wide variety of
musical applications.

ALL MAPLE

The most popular wood for drum making, maple is
a hardwood that produces maximum resonance,
projection and attack. Handcrafted in Italy using
a top class Maple combination, this shell offers a
smooth warmth with a hint of brightness that responds effortlessly and allows your playing to really
cut through in any musical situation and is a truly
versatile snare drum.

MOTHER
NATURE

BOG OAK

MAHOGANY

Snares

DRUMS + ENVIRONMENT
The Mother Nature Snare series is born from
the love of drums and environment and set
new standards in terms of performance and
quality for the Musical Instrument industry.
These snares feature a unique horizontal
orientation and offer a sound distinct from
conventional ply drums.
The result is a clarity of sound which cuts
through the mix yet remains musical and
vibrant. In respect of our best woods we are
very proud to use for the first time in history
a new formulation of water-based coatings
for wood that respect the planet and with a
socially responsible production cycle. These
BIO Coatings are made in Italy with recycled
materials and are in line with the latest
green policies adopted worldwide.
Thanks to their exceptionally low
environmental impact, they qualify for LEED
credits.

Order Code: 42498 / 42499
Sizes: 14”X6.5”, 14”X5.5”
Finish: Natural Bio Coating
Hardware: Black Nickel

BIRCH

Order Code: 42492 / 42493
Sizes: 14”X6.5”, 14”X5.5”
Finish: Natural Bio Coating
Hardware: Chrome

Order Code: 42495 / 42494
Sizes: 14”X6”, 14”X7”
Finish: Natural Bio Coating
Hardware: Chrome

OLIVE ASH

Order Code: 42496 / 42497
Sizes: 14”X6.5”, 14”X5.5”
Finish: Natural Bio Coating
Hardware: Chrome

WALNUT

Order Code: 42490 / 42491
Sizes: 14”X6.5”, 14”X5.5”
Finish: Natural Bio Coating
Hardware: Black Nickel

Metal Snares
A WARM METAL HEARTH

A drummer’s choice of using a metal snare drum is often due to the
desire and need for more volume.
Our metal shell snare drums, whether of steel, brass or alluminium,
tend to project louder than wood shell snare drums.
However, they can also be articulate and sensitive and incredibly warm.
The Rebel Custom Shop metal snares feature proprietary bearing edges and snare bed technology.
Discover the full range of Rebel Custom Shop metal snare drums here
and see if you can find your dream snare drum.

STEEL

Order Code: 41566 / 41573
Sizes: 14”X6”, 13”X7”
Finish: Satin
Hardware: Chrome / Black Nickel

ALUMINIUM Seamless

Order Code: 41568
Sizes: 14”X6”
Finish: Satin
Hardware: Chrome / Black Nickel

BRASS

Order Code: 41567
Sizes: 14”X6”
Finish: Satin
Hardware: Chrome / Black Nickel

DS_P_ONE

Single Bass Drum Pedal

Strong, rigid and durable yet incorporating sophisticated refinements and innovations our DS_P_ONE
Single Bass Drum Pedal is technically advanced offering an unbelievable feeling and customization of the
pedal control.
Features:
- INFINITE CAM PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY
- THE ONE FELT BASS DRUM BEATER
- DYNAMIC SWIVEL SPRING TECHNOLOGY
- ADAPTA-CLAMP PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY
- MULTI THICKNESS PEDAL BOARD
- DS DRUM KEY
- EASY-LINK PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY

THE ONE

Hardware

Simply built to last.
Made especially for the working drummer The
One Series Hardware is perfect both for everyday use, big tours and stressful situations. We
used all our knowledge to design a proprietary
hardware that leaves you totally free to play
the instrument you love.

DS_HH_ONE

2 Legs Hi-Hat Stand

Strong, rigid and durable yet incorporating
sophisticated refinements and innovations our
DS_HH_ONE Hi Hat Stand is technically advanced offering un unbelievable feeling and customization of your Hi Hat pedal control.
Features:
- LEGS & VIBRATION REDUCING RUBBER FEET
- MULTI THICKNESS PEDAL BOARD
- INFINITE SPRING TENSION DIAL SYSTEM
- ANGLE ADJUSTOR
- LONG AND REGULAR RODS

Features:
- TRIPOD MEMORY LOCK SYSTEM
- VIBRATION REDUCING RUBBER FEET
- INFINITE TILTER SYSTEM
- THE ONE SNARE BASKET

DS_SS_ONE

INFINITE TILTER SYSTEM

Snare Stand

Strong, rigid and durable yet incorporating
sophisticated refinements and innovations our
DS_SS_ONE Snare Stand is technically advanced
offering an unbelievable range of positioning for
your snare.

DS_DT_ONE
14” Drum Throne

Strong, rigid and durable yet incorporating
sophisticated refinements and innovations
our Drum Thrones are technically advanced
offering un unbelievable comfort and customization of your sitting position.
Features:
- LEGS & VIBRATION REDUCING RUBBER FEET
- LARGE SEAT MOUNT
- DOUBLE BRACED TRIPOD
- 14” ROUND SEAT DESIGN

DS_SDT_ONE

Saddle Style Drum Throne
Strong, rigid and durable yet incorporating
sophisticated refinements and innovations
our Drum Thrones are technically advanced
offering un unbelievable comfort and customization of your sitting position.
Features:
- LEGS & VIBRATION REDUCING RUBBER FEET
- LARGE SEAT MOUNT
- DOUBLE BRACED TRIPOD

DS_CS_ONE

Straight/Boom Cymbal Stand
Strong, rigid and durable yet
incorporating sophisticated
refinements and innovations
our DS_CS_ONE Cymbal
Boom Stand is technically
advanced offering an unbelievable range of positioning
for your cymbals.

DS_ACS_ONE

Short Double Angle Adjustable Clamp

DOUBLE LOCK BOOM
TILTER MECHANISM

DS_CYCL_ONE
Cymbal Arm Clamp

STANDARDIZED
CENTER PIPE

Features:
- TRIPOD MEMORY LOCK SYSTEM
- VIBRATION REDUCING RUBBER FEET
- INFINITE TILTER SYSTEM
- STANDARDIZED CENTER PIPE
- DOUBLE LOCK BOOM TILTER MECHANISM,

DS_SCYA_ONE
Short Cymbal Arm

Visit dsdrum.com and create your ds dream kit
on our online drum configurator
and follow us on social media.
dsdrumitaly

Ds Drum s.r.l.
Via Paolo Soprani, 2 - 62019 Recanati MC - Italy

